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Abstract - This paper first introduces the basic theory of
double-fed wind power generation system, and builds the
mathematical model in two-phase rotary coordinate system.
In order to deal with the strong coupling problems, the vector
control technology is introduced, and the idea of double-fed
generator stator-flux-oriented vector control strategy is
presented. Based on the two-phase simplify mathematical
model and stator-flux-oriented vector control strategy, noload grid-connected control strategy and power control
strategy after grid-connected for double-fed generator are
introduced: they both use dual-channel closed-loop
decoupling control frame, both consider rotor current’s mt
component as the inner-loop. By passing key control
variables, the flexible connectivity between generator and
grid can be carried out and the soft switch of the control
strategy also can be achieved during grid-connected. In
MATLAB/SIMULINK, the simulation model is set up, and
the results show that the control strategy is correct and
effective.
Keywords - Closed-loop decoupling control, double-fed
inductor generator, grid-connected, maximum power point
tracking, output power control, rotor current.

I.

INTRODUCTION

At present, the double-fed wind-power generation system
has been increasingly widely used, its motor is double-fed
inductor generator(DFIG).It has some advantages,
including that it allows the prime mover operates in a
wider speed range, which can simplify the adjustment
device and reduce the mechanical stress during changing
motor speed. Moreover, DFIG system’s frequency
converter occupies only part of the rated capacity, which
reduces the frequency conversion device’s size and cost
[1].
DFIG wind power generation system has become a new
focus in the renewable energy power generation field, and
its control strategy is the key problem, including the
control strategy before and after grid-connected. Most
researchers have researched the two control methods
independently. This article will summarize the previous
researchers’ experience, study the decoupling closed-loop
control structure, and achieve the soft switch of the two
control strategy.
II. THE BASIC THEORY FOR DFIG
A. The Basic Structure for DFIG
DFIG’s structure is similar to the wound induction motor.
Its stator and rotor are both installed with three-phase
symmetric winding. Its stator winding is connected to the
power grid through a transformer, and it is excited by
symmetric three-phase power with fixed frequency [2].
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Its rotor winding is excited by symmetric three-phase
power with variable frequency. The frequency can be
regulated by back-to-back PWM converter, including rotor
side converter and grid side converter. They are both
controlled by DSP controller. The basic structure for DFIG
system is showed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: DFIG system structure

B. The Mathematical Model
The mathematical model for DFIG with synchronous
rotary coordinate system is converted from the three-phase
model through coordinate transformation [3]. Assume that
the voltage and current of the stator side is directed by
generator; Voltage and current of the rotor side is directed
by motor. Based on the aforementioned assumptions we
get the DFIG mathematical model in synchronous rotation
coordinates as (1) - (6).
Voltage equation:
(1)
°ums  Rsims  p\ ms  Z\
1 ts
®
°̄uts Rsits  p\ ts  Z\
1 ms
(2)
°umr Rr imr  p\ mr  Z2\ tr
®
°̄utr Rr itr  p\ tr  Z2\ mr
Flux equation:
(3)
\ ms L s ims  Lm imr
®
¯\ ts Ls its  Lm itr
(4)
\ mr  Lm ims  Lr imr
®
¯\ tr  Lm its  Lr itr
Electromagnetic torque equation:
(5)
Te n p Lm its imr  ims itr
Equations of motion:
T m  Te

J

1 dZr
n p dt

(6)

Where, u: voltage, i: current, : flux, L: self-inductance,
Lm: mutual-inductance between stator and rotor, subscript s
and r: stator side and rotor side, subscript m and t: m-axis
component and t-axis component in synchronous rotary
coordinate system, J: rotational inertia, np: pole pairs, Tem,
Tm: electromagnetic torque, mechanical torque.
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C. Decoupling Control
For AC excited double-fed generator system, stator and
rotor current are the alternating variables of the power
frequency and slip frequency, so the system is a strong
coupling multi-variable system. If we simply control the
AC current by closed-loop control method without
decoupling, the result will not be ideal [4]. In order to
achieve the decoupling control for DFIG, referring to the
vector control idea, the actual AC variable can be broke
into two independent and vertical components, which are
controlled by closed-loop respectively. Closed-loop
control strategy with decoupling can get better control
performance [5].
D. The Stator-flux-oriented Control Strategy
The stator winding is connected directly to the infinite
power grid, so the stator voltage’s amplitude and
frequency can be regarded as constant approximately [6].
If we orient the m-axis by stator flux vector, so do the
stator voltage vector and the negative t-axis the stator flux.
By stator-flux-oriented method, we can get (7)-(8).
(7)
\
\
ms

(15)
°umr ( Rr  Lr p)imr
®
°̄utr Z2 Lr imr
Based on no-load mathematical model, a closed-loop
decoupling control strategy is presented [8]. Through
calculating power grid voltage u1 and synchronous angular
frequency 1, we can get flux 1. According to (14), the
rotor current m-axis component imr* is calculated, the rotor
current m-axis component itr* should be controlled to be
zero. Based on the relationship between rotor voltage and
rotor current, which is showed as (15), the rotor current’s
mt component is selected as inner-loop control variable for
PI regulator. The error between imr*, itr* and imr, itr are
regulated by PI proportion, the result, which add the
compensation voltage are the rotor voltage anticipant value
umr* and utr*. The rotor voltage mt component umr* and utr*
can be changed to the rotor voltage in three-phase
coordinate system. The three-phase rotor voltage
component can be used to generate the necessary
command signals for rotor power’s exciting control.
According to that, we can get the DFIG no-load gridconnected control model, as in Fig. 2.
DE

1

®
¯\ ts 0
ums 0
®
¯uts u1

DE

(8)
DE

DE

We can get (9) by linking (7), (8) into (2).
(9)
 p\ 1 0
®
¯\ 1 u1 / Z1
From (9), it shows that stator flux is a constant, which is
related with voltage and frequency.
DE
DE

III. GRID-CONNECTED CONTROL
A. No-load grid-connected control
Before DFIG system achieves grid-connected operation,
stator voltage’s amplitude, frequency and phase must be as
same as grid side. By controlling the rotor side converter
can adjust DFIG rotor excitation current, and control stator
voltage indirectly [7]. Assume that there is no-load state
before grid connected, that is, imsЈitsЈ0.Based on imsЈits
Ј0 and (1)-(4), we can get (10)-(13), which is the no-load
mathematical model for DFIG.
(10)
L i
\
ms

m mr

®
¯\ ts  Lmitr
\ mr Lr imr
®
¯\ tr Lr itr

ums  p\ ms  Z\
1 ts
®


u
p
\
Z\
ts
1 ms
¯ ts
°umr Rrimr  p\ mr Z\
2 tr
®
°̄utr Rritr  p\tr  Z\
2 mr
We can get (14) by linking (7) into (11).
\
i
° mr  1 L
m
®
°¯itr 0
Linking (14) into (13), we can get (15).

(11)
(12)
(13)

(14)

Fig. 2: DFIG no-load grid-connected control model

B. The Output Power Control after Grid-connected
The output power control after grid-connected for DFIG is
aim to carry out output active power and reactive power’s
decoupling control, and achieve Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) technology. The MPPT basic principle
is to get the most reasonable rotor speed through
controlling the DFIG output active power [9]. So power
control is the precondition of MPPT. Linking (7)-(9) to
(1)-(4), we can get (16)-(18).

°umr u 'mr  'umr
®
'
°̄utr u tr  'utr
°u 'mr ( Rr  bp)imr
® '
°̄u tr ( Rr  bp )itr

 'umr bZ2itr
®
¯ 'utr aZ2\ 1  bZ2imr

(16)
(17)
(18)

umr’ and utr’ is the decoupling component for rotor voltage
and current, Ƹumr and Ƹutr is the compensation for
eliminating cross-coupling between the rotor voltage and
current. Dividing the rotor voltage into the decoupling
component and the compensation can simplify the control
process [10].
The whole system is a dual-closed-loop structure. The
outer ring is for the power control, and the inner ring is for
the current control. In power ring, the error between the
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power command P*, Q* and the feedback value P and Q
are calculated by power PI regulator, the results are the
reactive component imr* and the active component itr*,
which are compared with their feedback value, then the
error is calculated by current PI regulator, the output
values are the voltage component umr’ and utr’, which add
Ƹumr and Ƹutr are the rotor voltage command umr* and
utr*. According to that, we can get the DFIG power control
model after grid-connected, as in Fig. 3.
\1
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Q
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i mr

u mr

uD r

uar

u tr u tr

uE r

ubr
ucr

'
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'

i tr

QS

iD r

imr
itr
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iE r
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'utr

Tr

³ Z dt

power control model will receive the value, and begin to
run.
In order to prove MPPT control, we set reactive command
value as 200W, change active power command value by
changing the wind speed. The initial wind speed is set to
6m/s, then to 5m/s at 4s, in the end to 7m/s at 7s.
TABLE. Simulation parameters
1.920
Stator Resistance
Rotor Resistance

2.575

Stator self-Inductor

0.240 H

Rotor self-Inductor
Mutual-inductance
between stator & rotor
Pole pairs

0.240 H
0.234 H
2

Zr

r

Zs Z1

d
dt

Ts

\1
ums
uts
ims

its

uD s

uE s
iD s

iE s

uas
ubs
ucs

ias
ibs
ics

Fig.3: DFIG power control model after grid-connected

C. The Soft Switch before and after Grid-connected
According to compare the control strategy before and after
grid-connected, it is known that both control methods
adopt the idea of stator-flux-oriented vector control [11],
and they both get command signals umr* and utr* by
controlling the rotor current imr and itr, umr* and utr* can be
applied to generate SVPWM control variable. So they
have same current inner-loop PI regular, both of them
apply closed-loop decoupling control structure [12]. Based
on that, it proves that the basic control method before and
after grid-connected is similar to each other, so the most
important problem is the transfer of key variable when
grid-connecting.
The rotor current imr and itr is the pivotal variable, which
are the inner-loop under-control variables. So the value of
rotor current imr and itr before grid-connected should be
passed to the control model when grid-connecting. Besides
that, other variables imsЈitsЈ0, TmЈTeЈ0 and PЈQЈ0
before grid-connected also need to transfer. When these
values have been passed, the no-load grid-connected mode
will be disabled, and the output power control model
begins to run, the whole model works in order.

Fig. 4: Whole simulation model

Fig. 5: No-load simulation model

IV. SIMULATION
A. Simulation Model
According to the front analysis, the simulation model is set
up in MATLAB/SIMULINK. The simulation parameters
are shown in Table I. The whole model is shown as Fig. 4,
which includes two models. One is no-load grid-connected
model, as in Fig. 5. The other is power control model after
grid-connected, as in Fig.6. The simulation time is set to
10s. The state transfer switch is automatic, the switch time
is set to 1s. When switch state change, rise signal transfer
from 1 to 0, it disables the no-load model, at the same time,
it enables power control model. When no-load model ends,
it will pass the state value imr and itr to next model. The
71

Fig. 6: Power control simulation model
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B. Simulation Result
Fig. 7 is the simulation result of stator voltage and grid
voltage (a-grid voltage, b- stator voltage), The simulation
result shows that stator voltage can follow grid voltage
after 0.02s. It proves that the no-load model satisfy the
grid-connected condition.
Figs. 8 and Fig. 9 are the simulation results for DFIG
active power and reactive power respectively. According
to MPPT theory, one wind speed value corresponds to an
active power value. Fig. 8 shows that the active power
value can follow wind speed’s change. Fig. 9 shows that
the reactive power remains 200W. Those results prove the
model achieve power control well.
Figs. 10 and Fig. 11 are the simulation results of rotor
current imrΕitr. The simulation result shows that the rotor
current has fulfilled transfer from no-load model to power
control model. The rotor current t-axis component itr and
DFIG active power are corresponding to each other, so are
the rotor current m-axis component imr and DFIG reactive
power. It proves the decoupling closed-loop control
strategy is effective.
Figs. 12 and Fig. 13 are the simulation results of DFIG
electromagnetic torque and mechanical torque respectively.
Fig. 14 is the simulation result of rotor speed. Figs. 12-14
also can prove the validity of MPPT control. All of them
can follow wind speed’s change.

Fig. 10: Rotor current m-axis component imr simulation result

Fig. 11: Rotor current t-axis component itr simulation result

Fig. 12: DFIG electromagnetic torque simulation result
Fig. 7: Stator voltage and grid voltage simulation result

Fig. 8: DFIG active power simulation result

Fig. 9: DFIG reactive power simulation result

Fig. 13: Mechanical torque simulation result

Fig. 14: Rotor speed simulation result
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V. CONCLUSION
The simulation results show that the closed-loop
decoupling control strategy on wind power generation is
effective. Before grid-connected, no-load control model
can satisfy grid-connected condition by controlling rotor
current imr and itr. The stator voltage’s amplitude and
frequency are as same as grid. When grid-connected
operation happens, model can achieve the transfer for rotor
current decoupling component imr and itr, and realize the
soft switch between two control models. The out power
control model after grid-connected can achieve active and
reactive power respectively decoupling control and MPPT
control also by regulating rotor current imr and itr. They
both adopt closed-loop decoupling control strategy, the
simulation results prove the strategy is correct and it can
be applied for double-fed wind power system.
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